Senior Android Developer (m/f/d) in Munich

The digital landscape is changing the media landscape at an unprecedented pace. Powerful IP platforms are the prerequisite for innovative entertainment services such as next generation TV, gaming and virtual 3D realities. The EXARING IP platform waipu.tv is based on its own fiber infrastructure and is able to simultaneously deliver millions of ultra-HD streams at the speed of light to our end-users. With waipu.tv, the smartphone becomes the remote control for TV entertainment. Set-top boxes and satellite dishes are fast becoming obsolete. A new TV experience is taking over the living room. Become part of the redefinition of television and apply now!

For our team in Munich we are looking for an experienced Android / FireTV developer (m/f) for our next-generation-IPTV platform

What we love at EXARING

- State of the art technologies
  - Kotlin
  - Clean architecture
  - Dagger
  - Gradle
  - Artifactory
  - Git
  - Microservice architecture
  - Docker, AWS, Kubernetes

- Great team spirit
- Contact to our developers from the first interview
- Working in an agile environment (and we really mean it!)
- People that bring their own ideas on how to make our platform even better
- Working at a great location in Munich close to the Englischer Garten
- Challenging our colleagues not only on code but also with tabletop soccer, table tennis and dart
- Joining or hosting Google Developer / Kotlin meetups
- Our coffee machine Judith and her colleague Moccamaster
What we should love about you

- It's been several years since you first touched the Android SDK and you felt in love ever since.
- Terms like DI, CI, RX, Git, MVP, MVVM, SCRUM should be more than just random characters for you (bonus points for BuBa).
- You get the most out of yourself when working in a team.
- You live an agile life and want to find this in your job, too.
- You waged a battle against the Activity- and Fragment-Lifecycle and you finally won.
- Even though German might not be your mother tongue you can handle it well in a project related context

You want to be part of a great team that builds the next-generation-IPTV platform? Cool, so let's talk!

Simply send us your application documents by e-mail to jobs@exaring.de